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1: How To Create A Useful Value Proposition w/ Examples
There are so many different design templates that make it easy for users to create images, build resumes or design
book covers. Canva also has social media templates, making it easy to create social media images, including: cover
photos, profile pictures, posts and advertisements.

The tool is very simplistic to use. According to the developer â€” Wondershare, this tool is able to fulfill all
your requirements for managing your DVD. You can directly just select all the media contents you want to
write to your DVD and let the tool do the job for you. There are a number of options you can change, for
example, the writing speed and the DVD format. Let DVD Creator do the job. It burns the image file without
any issue. There are a number of available tools on the internet that can perform similar jobs. Some are
premium, others are free. DVD Creator from Wondershare is a freemium tool that can do a lot of things. This
is a quick toolset screen for performing the most common tasks with your DVD creation. The interface is
clean and free of any confusion and complexity. All the options are self-explanatory. On the first page, every
single option is situated. All you have to do is select the right one and follow your way to the next steps. Very
clean workflow arrangement that any new user can enjoy. DVD Creator supports a large number of video file
formats. Is your video a couple gigabytes large? Or, you need some extra care for that specific video? No need
to worry. All you need is feed the tool with your video collection and enjoy your time with a cup of coffee. It
can directly burn your content in a ton of formats. The most important part is choosing the disc type. There are
a large number of supported formats to choose from. Check out all the supported disc types of DVD Creator.
DVD Creator can easily handle everything you throw at it. Burn data disc from any file Not looking for
creating a media disc? Then you should consider the data disc. This will use the DVD as a storage and burn
any type of data you select onto the storage. A powerful collection of tools DVD Creator offers a lot of built-in
tools at your disposal. Here are some of them. Make the changes in your video without the help of software
like Adobe Premiere. Slideshow maker â€” Create a slideshow using your collection of images. Follow the
on-screen options to complete the burning process. The image has to be written properly in a proper order for
the DVD being bootable. Video editor No need for loading all the heavy tools now. Slide show For a slide
show, you need a bunch of images. After you successfully added the images, the tool will turn the collection
into an MP4 file. Premium is available for a very reasonable price. The most beneficial option is getting
permanent licenses for or more users at once. With the handy video editing tool and other pro features, this
tool really stands out. Out of all the features, the most valuable one is probably the video editing.
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2: Image | Define Image at www.enganchecubano.com
Step One: Open System Image Backup. The process of finding the System Image Backup tool is different in Windows 7
than in Windows 8 and 10, so we'll show you to find the tool in all versions, and then explain how to create and use the
system image.

By Michael Poh in Office. Updated on November 18, Aside from the job scope itself, one factor that
significantly influences how employees feel about work is the environment. A positive work environment
makes employees feel good about coming to work, and this provides the motivation to sustain them
throughout the day. However, as you shall see below, these qualities are much valued by employees and
employers in most jobs. I would say that they are pretty universal in that sense, except in a few exceptional
cases. It is what makes employees feel that they belong in the organization. Work then becomes meaningful
because the employees know that what they contribute affects the organization that they are affiliated with.
Having open discussions get people involved and allow them to share their views and perspectives on how to
achieve company goals. At the end of it all, it promotes trust in day-to-day interactions between co-workers, as
well as between subordinates and supervisors. There is mutual respect among all employees, regardless of
their official statuses. This is when employees will not be afraid to suggest ideas to improve the work
processes, thus benefiting everyone in the organization in return. Work-Life Balance There has to be some sort
of balance between work and personal life. The Constant Juggle When employees fulfill their various needs
and goals in life, such as those of family, friends, spiritual pursuits, self-growth, etc, they can then feel more
confident about themselves and perform their best at work. In other words, work-life balance can promote
creativity and out-of-the-box thinking. Some employees are simply workaholics who would rather neglect
other aspects of their life for work. Managers have a responsibility to show that this is not right, by rewarding
employees who maintain good work-life balance habits e. In this case, the organization may adopt a firm
stance on work-life balance by educating employees on the benefits of having such balance in their lives or
even include it under their mission statement. For instance, technology is evolving so rapidly that what
organizations commonly used ten years ago could be made obsolete today e. Zip drives, dial-up modems, etc.
This applies to both the individual and the organization itself. A training and development-focused
organization has a clear roadmap for training their employees to sustain and enhance the productivity of the
organization as a whole. Essentially speaking, there are two kinds of skills that can be developed: A positive
work environment would have routine trainings to improve efficiency and instill positive attitudes among
employees. Recognition for Hard Work Rewards are necessary to encourage certain behaviors in persons. This
is known as positive reinforcement under operant conditioning in the field of psychology. It is used in
organizational behavior management as well: When hard work is appropriately rewarded and duly recognized
by the management, employees will naturally feel valued by the organization for what they put in. Such
mentality is healthy for the organization because employees will be willing to go the extra mile without
worrying about not getting anything in return. Acknowledging their Presence Apart from having a system of
monetary rewards in place to award those who perform at work, daily interactions can also be a good means of
recognizing efforts. Managers ought to verbalize their appreciations for simple little things when employees
go the extra mile. However, these should be made specific and personal for the employee to feel that what they
do are being taken seriously and appreciated. Strong Team Spirit As social beings, we naturally seek support
from our peers and seek to belong to a group. Come tough times, the team should come together to deal with
whatever problems are out there. They are now working towards something bigger than themselves, and as a
team. Band of Bros Have team-bonding activities that let the team focus on the positive sides of each member
and negate the negative ones. Celebrate events like birthdays for each member of your team to show the
exclusivity. Deal with issues together. Basically, whatever it is that you do, do it as a team. One pitfall to look
out for when team spirit is high is the groupthink phenomenon. This psychological phenomenon occurs when
the group cohesiveness gets so strong that judgments or decision-making get clouded. Think about it, when
team spirit is strong, members will be inclined to support whatever decision made as a team without raising
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any valid objections. So what do you look for in your ideal working environment? Full-time freelancers can sit
this one out, you are probably already in it.
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3: Create Stunning Title Slide For Your Presentation
Here are 7 ways to create perfect Pinterest images! Begin for only $3 mo. Plans & Signup but Pinterest is an excellent
way to extend that relationship.

Image Design Tools There are dozens of free image editing tools out there that you can use to start altering,
touching up, or creating your own social images. These are some of the best ones we found with simple
web-based interfaces. There are so many different design templates that make it easy for users to create
images, build resumes or design book covers. Canva also has social media templates, making it easy to create
social media images, including: Logos, Quotes, Collage, Cover Photos, Profiles and Resizing PicMonkey is a
fantastic tool for editing or designing brand new images for your social media posts. One of the best parts of
PicMonkey is its blog, where it publishes fantastic guides to help you create your own free images. The free
version allows you to design 10 images a month, but only provides limited features. The site has tools for
editing and effects. BeFunky also includes tools for a collage maker. Infographic Makers Using an infographic
maker is an easy process to share large sets of data in visually pleasing content. This is why marketers still
find infographics to be some of the most shareable types of content in the digital marketing space.
Infographics, Collage, Cover Photos, Profiles and Resizing Venngage has both free and paid accounts that
make it incredibly easy to create and share your own infographics. Simply choose a theme, alter the text and
data, insert some graphics and share. Image Design, Logos Piktochart is a popular infographic creation tool
that has plenty of free design features for beginners and experts. With a free version to get you started, you can
craft engaging and informative infographics. Logo Makers Logos are an important piece of your brand. But
nonetheless, here are some free logo creation tools to get you started: None LogoGarden is a quick and easy
free option for logo creation. None Logotype Maker is a site for small companies and startups looking to
create their own logos. The site has over custom fonts, custom sizes, a handful of special effects and more.
However, the free version only provides non-customizable logos. Image Design UCraft is known for being a
content management system, but it also has a free logo editor. None Another free logo tool is Logaster. Here
you can create multiple versions of product designs or logos all for free. However, you can only download
small images and there are upgrade features to download at larger, higher resolutions. These sites will take a
quote and turn it into a beautiful image, shareable for social media. The ease of creating and sharing content
make these a great tool for marketers posting frequently. The site has a ton of different design themes which
will easily make your quote look great. Just plug your quote into the box they provide and choose a template.
None Quozio is another tool for creating and sharing a quote design. The site does lack some sharing features
that Recite has, which makes it more difficult to publish your quotes. Cover Photo Markers QuotesCover is
great for turning your fantastic quotes into social media cover photos. The site allows you to create quote
designs for multiple social networks. You can even make a quote image a cover photo on Facebook. Collages
are great for telling a story on social media. You can pull photos from your computer, Dropbox, Facebook,
Flickr, Picasa, web or any camera you have set up with your computer. Additionally, Fotor has Android,
Apple and Windows apps to take your editing skills on the road. Image Design Photovisi is a simple tool for
creating a photo collage. Additionally, users can have their work professionally enhanced, enlarged and
framed! Otherwise, everything you create or make on Picture2Lie is free. The site also has canvas print
options available for purchase. Image Design, Screenshots Did you know Google Photos has a collage maker
feature within its editing tools? This is a great source to quickly build a collage and save it to your Google
Drive. There are multiple collage variations and editing tools to enhance the image. These images have some
of the biggest dimensions. Here are some tools to help you create the perfect cover image: Not only that, but
Fotor can make Medium board leaderboard images and even customer blog headers. Image Design, Quotes,
Profiles, Resizing Pagemodo boasts more than a million users and has a lot of great features like
professionally designed themes, access to thousands of free stock images and shapes and the ability to upload
your own images. The cover photo tools start for free, but allow users to upgrade to professional tools. Image
Design, Quotes, Profiles, Resizing Adobe Spark is a free app to help users make their social media cover
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photos look amazing. With plenty of editing tools, size formations and easy-to-save features, Spark is
definitely a tool worth having in your back pocket when creating cover images. However, an Adobe Spark
banner will exist on your content until you upgrade to an Adobe Cloud member. There are several great
frames and themes for you to choose from on the site. Resizing This is a site that allows you to upload a photo
in order to resize it to perfectly fit profile image dimensions for various social sites. The simple tools make it
easy to edit, save and upload your profile images without spending a dime. Resizing Another free profile and
resizing tool is Timeline Slicer. This site works to incorporate your profile picture and cover photo into the
same image, which helps create a unique look. Timeline Slicer also allows users to scale images for ads.
Screenshot Tools Taking a screenshot of something on your monitor can sometimes be a quick and effective
way to generate an image for a social media post. Most computers and laptops have their own screenshot
tools, but we listed some here that have some more comprehensive editing features. Resizing Jing is a free tool
from TechSmith that lets you capture both screenshots and screen videos. Then you can easily share with a
custom shortened URL via Screencast. Image Design, Resizing Awesome Screenshot is a browser extension
that can connect to your Google account to start editing, resizing and enhancing screenshot images. There are
a ton of great features for capturing screenshots with Awesome Screenshot and its editing tools also help you
to create insightful annotations and comments on top of an image. Image Design, Resizing Similar to Jing and
Awesome Screenshot, Skitch also boasts great features for editing your photos on a mobile device. This is a
big plus for social media managers and content creators looking for simple tools on-the-go. Skitch is
absolutely free, but Evernote upgrades are available for more features and integrations. Image Resizing Tools
These types of tools are fantastic because they allow you to take all of the images that you already own and
crop them to meet exact specifications of each social network. If you need those specifications, check out our
always up to date social media images size guide.
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4: 20 pro tips for creating inspirational mood boards | Creative Bloq
Use operating system images to create boot disks for your instances. You can use one of the following image types:
Public images are provided and maintained by Google, open-source communities, and third-party vendors.

October 8, A value proposition is the 1 thing that determines whether people will bother reading more about
your product or hit the back button. When I reviewed a bunch of websites , the conclusion was that missing or
poor value proposition is one of the most common shortcomings. What exactly is a value proposition? You
have to present your value proposition as the first thing the visitors see on your homepage but should be
visible in all major entry points of the site. Such meaningless jargon-propositions are abundant. Avoid
blandvertising at all costs. Use the right language Your value proposition needs to be in the language of the
customer. In order to do that you need to know the language, your customers use to describe your offering and
how they benefit from it. You cannot guess what that language is. The way YOU speak about your services is
often very different from how your customers describe it. The answers are outside your office. You have to
interview your customers to find it out, or use social media. This is not a value proposition: Heals the wound
fast, heals the hurt faster. What the value proposition consists of The value proposition is usually a block of
text a headline, sub-headline and one paragraph of text with a visual photo, hero shot, graphics. There is no
one right way to go about it, but I suggest you start with the following formula: Sub-headline or a sentence
paragraph. List the key benefits or features. Images communicate much faster than words. Show the product,
the hero shot or an image reinforcing your main message. Evaluate your current value proposition by checking
whether it answers the questions below: What product or service is your company selling? What is the
end-benefit of using it? Who is your target customer for this product or service? What makes your offering
unique and different? Use the headline-paragraph-bullets-visual formula to structure the answers. The best
value proposition is clear: Always strive for clarity first. Yes, sufficient amount of information is crucial for
conversions, but you need to draw them in with a clear, compelling value proposition first. What makes a
good value proposition: It can be read and understood in about 5 seconds. Also, in most cases there is a
difference between the value proposition for your company and your product. You must address both.
Presentation of your value proposition matters Original research by CXL Institute showed that users noticed
the value proposition more quickly when it had more text took up more real estate on the page. Full study with
examples here. How to craft a unique value proposition A key role for the value proposition is to set you apart
from the competition. You want your offering to stand out in this important research phase. So how do you
make your offer unique? It requires deep self-reflection and discussion. Of course the unique part needs to be
something customers actually care about. I call them boosters. These things work well against competitors
who do not offer them. Make sure the booster is visible with the rest of the value proposition. I find flaws or
room for improvement with most value propositions I came across. Here are some good examples along with
my comments:
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5: Images | Compute Engine Documentation | Google Cloud
Creating a Simple Responsive HTML Email These two fixes are thanks to Tina Ye's excellent tutorial on this method
which is Creating the Single Column Image.

Mood boards can be a great way to convey your design idea, win pitches and get an early sign-off. Follow this
expert advice on how to create them. Shares When trying to convey a design idea to win pitches and get an
early sign-off, moods, feelings and visions can be difficult to communicate verbally. So designers will often
use mood boards: Get Adobe Creative Cloud now That said, mood boards can be a pain to create, with many
hours spent trawling image galleries, websites, books and magazines looking for that perfect image to sum up
your intended feel for the work at hand. The right tools for creating mood boards can help, as can the
following tips on making your mood board process more effective â€” increasing your chances of winning that
pitch. For example, while working on the ITV news website, digital product design company Made by Many
looked at copies of the veteran Picture Post magazine in order to express how powerful and effective an image
plus a caption can be for telling a news story. So use the camera on your phone to take pictures of everything
you see that inspires you, whether that be a bird in flight, great use of typography on a sign, or the brickwork
on a building. Curate what you include Have you ever had the misfortune of going to a gallery exhibition and
it just not doing anything for you? When putting together mood boards, think of yourself as a curator rather
than a collector, and try to introduce meaning and threads from one image to the next. It makes for easier
interpretation. The distinction is not trivial; the two formats demand very different approaches. An offline
mood board will generally be looser in style and require the extra kick and emotive spark that comes from it
being presented to a client. An online mood board should be tighter and will generally need to work harder to
convey a theme or style. Build things up around a large image Whether your mood board is electronic or
physical, the layout needs to give prominence to key theme images. You can then surround these with smaller
supporting images that enhance the theme. If you place smaller supporting images around the larger image
they should answer these questions by clarifying the messaging given in the larger one. Traditionally, mood
boards are made from foam board. Just be careful with your fingers on that blade Incorporate your board into
your pitch Generally mood boards are considered to be separate to pitch or presentation work: This is standard
practice, but consider instead making them part of your pitch or presentation. Mixing mood board elements in
with the presentation â€” rather than bolting them on at the end â€” can be an effective way of communicating
your concept to the client. Present your own mood board In a similar vein, if your mood board is being
presented to the client, try to be involved yourself. It makes no sense to have something that originated in your
head being communicated by someone else, because that way meaning can become muddled in a Chinese
whispers-type mess. Keep things loose Locking an idea or a style down in a mood board can be detrimental, as
the client will feel shoehorned into going with a particular aesthetic. Hone your mood board skills Employees
at Landor use mood boards to express themselves to other members of the team Employees at branding agency
Landor Associates use a form of mood board to showcase themselves to other members of the team. If you
ever want to test out your mood boarding skills, try this out and showcase it to your colleagues. Big, bold
words juxtaposed together work very well at creating drama, tone and meaning for any project. You want to
let others in, so being deliberately obtuse will earn you no points at all. What would give them a genuine
emotive response? Real world objects are good for this. If you were inspired by the beach, bring in a shell. If
your eureka moment happened on the train, bring in the ticket. Have fun The whole process of creating mood
boards should be fun â€” a refreshing break from the often tedious tasks of the jobbing designer. The mood
board above was compiled for animator Tom Baker as a mood and style guide for creating cartoon versions of
The Avengers TV series characters. Instead of relying on one example of a character, several types were found
in many different poses, which gave Baker a clear take on the style and direction of the piece. The finished
characters for the Avengers animated series Consider preparing mood boards to show other similarly themed
projects, websites or functions before creating polished visuals. Using mood boards at different stages of the
process can help you avoid this happening.
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6: Installing operating system images - Raspberry Pi Documentation
to create an image for (a company, public figure, etc.): The candidate had to be imaged before being put on the
campaign trail. to transform (data) into an exact replica in a different form, as changing digital data to pixels for display
on a screen or representing a medical scan of a body part in digital form.

Learn to design a stunning title for your presentation and leave a lasting impression on your audience. Learn a
simple method that gives you professional results every time. Take a look at the following two title templates:
A title created using a standard design theme that comes with the software. A title that uses a conceptual
image to support the theme of the presentation: Which presentation gives you the impression that the presenter
has spent some time and effort to create it? Which one would you like to give your attention to? Obviously,
the answer is the second presentation! That is the kind of difference a good opening slide can make to your
presentation. In this article you will learn a simple method to create great looking titles even if you have zero
design skills. Let us start the process: Get a better grip on the space available on the slide Start by dividing the
slide area into small manageable chunks called cells. A cell is nothing but a rectangle of Height Now, imagine
the slide as a giant weighing scale. Every time a cell is filled with an image, text or color, the slide goes off
balance. You need to restore the balance by filling another cell at an appropriate distance. The fill on the left is
balanced by a corresponding fill on the right. You can use a grid like this to create a professional looking
PowerPoint floor too. Let us understand this better by exploring a few layouts. Start with the most basic
layout: A simple layout that works well is â€” a slide filled entirely with a relevant image and a sharp title. We
would represent the layout as completely red in color as per our convention. Here is the translation of the
layout into a title slide: The image and the title support each other. You can find a good stock photo that
supports your presentation title and make this title slide in minutes. Though the title looks good, you can
create more sophisticated titles by playing with the layout balance. Take a look at an alternative here: The fill
on the top and bottom balance out. The text box on the left is balanced out by an image on the right. We
purposely kept the ratio slightly off to lend some visual interest.
7: The Rental Offices Can Help Create An Excellent Business Image - Real Estate Blog | Jain Oncor
For too many online companies the About Us page is the elephant in the room, and often the most awkward thing to
write. It's a shame because analytics often shows the page as one of the most frequented on any website.

8: How to Create a System Image Backup in Windows 7, 8, or 10
Image management is important for creating positive first impressions as well as for achieving career aspirations
because it helps you: Control what others see/perceive.

9: 5 Characteristics of A Positive Work Environment - Hongkiat
In this article you'll find out how to create a LinkedIn company page to promote your business. #1: Fill in Company
Details for Your LinkedIn Company Page To get started, go to Interests at the top of your LinkedIn homepage and select
Companies from the drop-down menu.
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